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Abstract. We show that the Young tableaux theory and constructions of the ir-
reducible representations of the Weyl groups of type A, B and D, Iwahori-Hecke
algebras of types A, B, and D, the complex reflection groupsG(r, p, n) and the
corresponding cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,p,n, can be obtained, in all cases,
from the affine Hecke algebra of type A. The Young tableaux theory was ex-
tended to affine Hecke algebras (of general Lie type) in recent work of A. Ram.
We also show how (in general Lie type) the representations of general affine
Hecke algebras can be constructed from the representations of simply connected
affine Hecke algebras by using an extended form of Clifford theory. This exten-
sion of Clifford theory is given in the Appendix.

0. Introduction

Recent work of A. Ram [Ra2,5] gives a straightforward combinatorial construction
of the simple calibrated modules of affine Hecke algebras (of general Lie type as
well as type A). The first aim of this paper is to show that Young’s seminormal
construction and all of its previously known generalizations are special cases of
the construction in [Ra5]. In particular, the representation theory of

(a) Weyl groups of types A, B, and D,
(b) Iwahori-Hecke algebras of types A, B, and D,
(c) the complex reflection groupsG(r, p, n), and

(d) the cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,p,n,
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can be derived entirely from the representation theory ofaffine Hecke algebras
of type A.Furthermore, the relationship between the affine Hecke algebra and the
objects in (a)-(d) always produces a natural set of Jucys-Murphy type elements
and can be used to prove the standard Jucys-Murphy type theorems. In particular,
we are able to use Bernstein’s results about the center of the affine Hecke algebra
to show that, in the semisimple case, the center of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra
Hr,1,n is the set of symmetric polynomials in the Jucys-Murphy elements.

A. Young’s seminormal construction of the irreducible representations of the
symmetric group dates from 1931 [Yg1]. Young himself generalized his tableaux
to treat the representation theory of Weyl groups of types B and D [Yg2]. In 1974
P.N. Hoefsmit [Hf] generalized the seminormal construction to Iwahori-Hecke al-
gebras of types A, B, and D. Hoefsmit’s work has never been published and, in
1985, Dipper and James [DJ], Theorem 4.9 and H. Wenzl [Wz] independently
treated the seminormal construction for irreducible representations for Iwahori-
Hecke algebras of type A. In 1994 Ariki and Koike [AK] introduced (some of)
the cyclotomic Hecke algebras and generalized Hoefsmit’s construction to these
algebras. The construction was generalized to a larger class of cyclotomic Hecke
algebras in [Ar2]. For a summary of this work see [Ra1] and [HR].

General affine Hecke algebras are naturally associated to a reductive algebraic
group and the size of the commutative part of the affine Hecke algebra depends
on the structure of the corresponding algebraic group (simply connected, adjoint,
etc.). The second aim of this paper is to show that it is sufficient to understand the
representation theory of the affine Hecke algebra in the simply connected case. We
describe explicitly how the representation theory of the other cases is derived from
the simply connected case.

The machine which allows us to accomplish this reduction is a form of Clifford
theory. Precisely, ifR is an algebra andG is a finite group acting onR by automor-
phisms then the representation theory of the ringRG of fixed points of theG-action
can be derived from the representation theory ofR and subgroups ofG. This is an
extension of the approach to Clifford theory given by Macdonald [Mac2].

Let us state precisely what is new in this paper. The main result has three parts:

(1) The Hecke algebrasHr,p,n of the complex reflection groupsG(r, p, n)
can be obtained as fixed point subalgebras of the Hecke algebraHr,1,n

associated to the complex reflection groupGr,1,n via

Hr,p,n = (Hr,1,n)Z/pZ.

(2) The Hecke algebras̃HL of nonadjointp-adic groups can be obtained as
fixed point subalgebras of the Hecke algebraH̃P associated to the corre-
sponding adjointp-adic group, via

H̃L = (H̃P )P/L.

(3) There is a form of Clifford theory (to our knowledge new) that allows
one to completely determine the representation theory of a fixed point
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subalgebraRG in terms of the representation theory of the algebraR and
the groupG.

We use this method to work out the representation theory of the algebrasHr,p,n in
detail. Additional results include,

(4) The discovery of the “right” affine braid groupsB∞,p,n and affine Hecke
algebrasH∞,p,n to associate to the cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,p,n.
The representation theory of these new groups and algebras is completely
determined from the representation theory of the classical affine braid
groupsB∞,1,n and the classical affine Hecke algebrasH∞,1,n of typeA
as a consequence of the results in (3).

Finally,

(5) We show how the classical trick (due to Cherednik) for determining the
representation theory of the algebrasHr,1,n from that ofH∞,1,n arises
from a map from the affine Hecke algebra of typeC to the finite Hecke
algebra of typeC which corresponds to a folding of the Dynkin diagram.
This explanation is new. We show that such maps from the affine Hecke
algebra to the finite Hecke algebra cannot exist in general type, and we
work out the details of the cases where such homomorphisms do arise
from foldings.

In a recent paper Reeder [Re] has used our results to prove the Langlands clas-
sification of irreducible representations for general affine Hecke algebras. (Previ-
ously, this was known only in the simply connected case, see Kazhdan and Lusztig
[KL].) This also provides a classification of the irreducible constituents of unram-
ified principal series representations of general split reductivep-adic groups. (The
Kazhdan-Lusztig result provides this classification for groups with connected cen-
ter.)

Acknowledgements.A. Ram thanks P. Deligne for his encouragement, stimulating
questions and helpful comments on the results in this paper. We thank D. Passman
for providing some useful references about Clifford theory. We are grateful for the
generous support of this research by the National Science Foundation, the National
Security Agency and the Australian Research Council.

1. Algebras with Young tableaux theories

A. Young invented the theory of standard Young tableaux in order to describe the
representation theory of the symmetric groupSn; the group ofn×nmatrices such
that

(a) the entries are either0 or 1,
(b) there is exactly one nonzero entry in each row and each column.

Young himself began to generalize the theory and in [Yg1] he provided a theory for
the Weyl groups of type B, i.e. the hyperoctahedral groupsWBn

∼= (Z/2Z) o Sn

of n× n matrices such that
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(a) the entries are either0 or±1,
(b) there is exactly one nonzero entry in each row and each column.

In the same paper Young also treated the Weyl groupWDn of n×nmatrices such
that

(a) the entries are either0 or±1,
(b) there is exactly one nonzero entry in each row and each column,
(c) the product of the nonzero entries is1.

W. Specht [Sp] generalized the theory to cover the complex reflection groups
G(r, 1, n) ∼= (Z/rZ) o Sn consisting ofn× n matrices such that

(a) the entries are either0 or rth roots of unity,
(b) there is exactly one nonzero entry in each row and each column.

In the classification [ST] of finite groups generated by complex reflections
there is a single infinite family of groupsG(r, p, n) and exactly 34 others, the
“exceptional” complex reflection groups. The groupsG(r, p, n) are the groups of
n× n matrices such that

(a) the entries are either0 or rth roots of unity,
(b) there is exactly one nonzero entry in each row and each column,
(c) the(r/p)th power of the product of the nonzero entries is1.

Though we do not know of an early reference which generalizes the theory of
Young tableaux to these groups, it is not difficult to see that the method that Young
uses for the Weyl groupsWDn extends easily to handle the groupsG(r, p, n).

Special cases of the groupsG(r, p, n) are

(a) G(1, 1, n) = Sn, the symmetric group,

(b) G(2, 1, n) = WBn, the hyperoctahedral group (i.e. the Weyl group of
typeBn),

(c) G(2, 2, n) = WDn, the Weyl group of typeDn,

(d) G(r, 1, n) ∼= (Z/rZ) o Sn = (Z/rZ)n o Sn.

The order ofG(r, 1, n) is rnn!. Let Eij be then × n matrix with 1 in the (i, j)
position and all other entries0. ThenG(r, 1, n) can be presented by generators

s1 = ζE11 +
∑
j 6=1

Eii, and si = Ei,i+1 +Ei+1,i +
∑

j 6=i,i+1

Ejj , 2 ≤ i ≤ n,

whereζ is a primitiverth root of unity, and relations

(B1) sisj = sjsi, if |i− j| > 1,
(B2) sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
(BB) s1s2s1s2 = s2s1s2s1,

(C) sr
1 = 1,

(R) s2i = 1, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

The groupG(r, p, n) is the subgroup of indexp in G(r, 1, n) generated by

a0 = sp
1, a1 = s1s2s1, ai = si, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
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(1.1) Cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,1,n

More recently there has been an interest in Iwahori-Hecke algebras associated to
reflection groups and there has been significant work generalizing the construc-
tions of A. Young to these algebras. Iwahori-Hecke algebras of types A, B and
D were handled by Hoefsmit [Ho] and other aspects of the theory for these alge-
bras were developed by Dipper, James and Murphy [DJ], [DJM], Gyoja [Gy] and
Wenzl [Wz]. In 1994, Ariki and Koike [AK] introduced cyclotomic Hecke alge-
brasHr,1,n for the complex reflection groupsG(r, 1, n) and they generalized the
Young tableau theory to these algebras. Theorem 3.18 below shows that the theory
of [AK] is a special case of an even more general theory for affine Hecke algebras.

Let u1, . . . , ur, q ∈ C, q 6= 0. The cyclotomic Hecke algebra is the algebra
Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q), overC, given by generatorsT1, . . . , Tn and relations

(B1) TiTj = TjTi, if |i− j| > 1,
(B2) TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
(BB) T1T2T1T2 = T2T1T2T1,
(qC) (T1 − u1)(T1 − u2) · · · (T1 − ur) = 0,
(qR) (Ti − q)(Ti + q−1) = 0, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

The algebraHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) is of dimensionrnn! (see [AK]).

(a) H1,1,n(1; q) is the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of typeAn−1.
(b) H2,1,n(q,−q−1; q) is the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of typeBn.
(c) If ζ is a primitiverth root of1 thenHr,1,n(1, ζ, . . . , ζr−1; 1) is the group

algebraCG(r, 1, n).

Fact (c) says that the representation theory of the groupsG(r, 1, n) is a special case
of the representation theory of the algebrasHr,1,n.

(1.2) Cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,p,n

The work of Broúe, Malle and Michel [BMM] demonstrated that there are cy-
clotomic Hecke algebras associated to most complex reflection groups (even ex-
ceptional complex reflection groups). In particular, there are cyclotomic Hecke
algebrasHr,p,n corresponding to all the groupsG(r, p, n) and Ariki [Ar2] has gen-
eralized the Young tableau mechanism to these groups (see also [HR]). Theorems
3.15 and the mechanism of Theorem 2.8 show that the theory of Ariki is a special
case of a general construction for affine Hecke algebras.

Let r, p, n ∈ Z>0 be such thatp dividesr and letd = r/p. Letx0, . . . , xd−1 ∈
C and letξ be a primitivepth root of1. For1 ≤ j ≤ r, define

uj = ξkx`, if j − 1 = `p+ k, (0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ ` ≤ d− 1)

i.e.,u1, . . . , ur ∈ C are chosen so that

(T1 − u1)(T1 − u2) · · · (T1 − ur) = (T p
1 − xp

0)(T
p
1 − xp

1) · · · (T
p
1 − xp

d−1).
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The algebraHr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q) is the subalgebra ofHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) gen-
erated by the elements

a0 = T p
1 , a1 = T−1

1 T2T1, ai = Ti, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

Then

(a) H2,2,n(1; q) is the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of typeDn,
(b) If η is a primitivedth root of unity thenHr,p,n(1, η, · · · , ηd−1; 1) is the

group algebraCG(r, p, n).

(1.3) Affine braid groups of type A

There are three common ways of depicting affine braids [Cr], [GL], [Jo]:

(a) As braids in a (slightly thickened) cylinder,
(b) As braids in a (slightly thickened) annulus,
(c) As braids with a flagpole.

See Figure 1. The multiplication is by placing one cylinder on top of another,
placing one annulus inside another, or placing one flagpole braid on top of another.
These are equivalent formulations: an annulus can be made into a cylinder by
turning up the edges, and a cylindrical braid can be made into a flagpole braid by
putting a flagpole down the middle of the cylinder and pushing the pole over to the
left so that the strings begin and end to its right.

The group formed by the affine braids withn strands is the affine braid group
of type A. The affine braid groupB∞,1,n is presented by generatorsT2, . . . , Tn and
Xε1 (see Figure 2) with relations

(B1) TiTj = TjTi, if |i− j| > 1,

(B2) TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,

(BB) Xε1T2X
ε1T2 = T2X

ε1T2X
ε1 ,

(B1′) Xε1Ti = TiX
ε1 , for 3 ≤ i ≤ n.

Inductively defineXεi ∈ B∞,1,n by

Xεi = TiX
εi−1Ti, 2 ≤ i ≤ n. (1.4)

By drawing pictures of the corresponding affine braids one can check that theXεi

all commute with each other. View the symbolsεi as a basis ofRn so that

Rn =
n∑

i=1

Rεi, and let L =
n∑

i=1

Zεi. (1.5)

The affine braid groupB∞,1,n contains a large abelian subgroup

X = {Xλ | λ ∈ L}, (1.6)

whereXλ = (Xε1)λ1 · · · (Xεn)λn for λ = λ1ε1 + · · · + λnεn ∈ L. The pole
winding numberof an affine braidb ∈ B∞,1,n is κ(b) whereκ : B∞,1,n → Z is
the group homomorphism defined byκ(Xε1) = 1 andκ(Ti) = 0, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
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The affine braid groupB∞,p,n is the subgroup ofB∞,1,n of affine braids with pole
winding number equal to0 (modp),

B∞,p,n = {b ∈ B∞,1,n | κ(b) = 0 (mod p)}. (1.7)

Define

Q =
n∑

i=2

Z(εi − εi−1) and Lp = Q+
n∑

i=1

pZεi, (1.8)

for each nonnegative integerp. The latticeLp is a lattice of indexp in L. Then

B∞,p,n = 〈Xλ, Ti | λ ∈ Lp, 2 ≤ i ≤ n〉

and the groupXLp = 〈Xλ | λ ∈ Lp〉 is an abelian subgroup ofB∞,p,n.

(1.9) Affine Hecke algebras of type A

The affine Hecke algebraH∞,1,n (resp.H∞,p,n) is the quotient of the group algebra
CB∞,1,n (resp.CB∞,p,n) by the relations

T 2
i = (q − q−1)Ti + 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

LetL andXλ be as in (1.5) and (1.6). The subalgebra

C[X] = span{Xλ | λ ∈ L} (resp. C[XLp ] = span{Xλ | λ ∈ Lp}) (1.10)

is a commutative subalgebra ofH∞,1,n (resp. H∞,p,n). The symmetric group
Sn acts on the latticeL by permuting theεi and the latticesLp areSn-invariant
sublattices ofL. Let si = (i, i− 1) ∈ Sn andαi = εi − εi−1. For2 ≤ i ≤ n and
λ ∈ L (resp.λ ∈ Lp),

XλTi = XsiλTi + (q − q−1)
Xλ −Xsiλ

1−X−αi
, (1.11)

as elements ofH∞,1,n (resp.H∞,p,n).
For each elementw ∈ Sn defineTw = Ti1 · · ·Tip if w = si1 · · · sip is an

expression ofw as a product of simple reflectionssi such thatp is minimal. The
elementTw does not depend on the choice of the reduced expression ofw [Bou,
Ch. IV §2 Ex. 23]. The sets

{XλTw | λ ∈ L,w ∈ Sn} and {XλTw | λ ∈ Lp, w ∈ Sn}

are bases ofH∞,1,n andH∞,p,n, respectively [Lu]. The center ofH∞,1,n is

Z(H∞,1,n) = C[Xε1 , . . . , Xεn ]Sn = C[X]Sn , (1.12)

andC[XLp ]Sn is the center ofH∞,p,n (see Theorem 4.12 below).
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2. Representation theory transfer

In this section we provide the mechanism for obtaining the representation theory
of H∞,p,n fromH∞,1,n and for obtaining the representation theory of cyclotomic
Hecke algebras from affine Hecke algebras. In order to obtain the representation
theory ofH∞,p,n fromH∞,1,n we identifyH∞,p,n as the set of fixed points of a cer-
tain groupG acting onH∞,1,n by automorphisms. Once this is done, the extended
version of Clifford theory given in the Appendix allows one to construct the rep-
resentations ofH∞,p,n from those ofH∞,1,n. The same technique can be applied
to obtain the representations of the braid groupsB∞,p,n from those ofB∞,1,n, of
the complex reflection groupsG(r, p, n) from those ofG(r, 1, n), and of the Weyl
groupsWDn from those of the Weyl groupsWBn.

(2.1) ObtainingH∞,p,n-modules fromH∞,1,n-modules

The following result is what is needed to apply the Clifford theory developed in the
Appendix to derive the representation theory of the algebrasH∞,p,n from that of
H∞,1,n.

Theorem 2.2. Let ξ be a primitive pth root of unity. The algebra automorphism
g : H∞,1,n → H∞,1,n defined by

g(Xε1) = ξXε1 , and g(Ti) = Ti, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,

gives rise to an action of the group Z/pZ = {1, g, . . . , gp−1} onH∞,1,n by algebra
automorphisms and

H∞,p,n = (H∞,1,n)Z/pZ

is the set of fixed points of the Z/pZ-action.

Proof. Immediate from the definitions ofH∞,1,n,H∞,p,n and (1.6).

The action ofZ/pZ onH∞,1,n which is given in Theorem 2.2 induces an action
of Z/pZ on the simpleH∞,1,n-modules, see (A.1) in the Appendix. The stabilizer
K of the action ofZ/pZ on a simpleH∞,1,n-moduleM is theinertia groupK of
M . The action ofK commutes with the action ofH∞,p,n onM and we have a
decomposition

M ∼=
|K|−1⊕
j=0

M (j) ⊗K(j), (2.3)

whereK(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ |K| − 1, are the simpleK-modules andM (j) areH∞,p,n-
modules. Theorem A.13 of the Appendix shows that theM (j) are simpleH∞,p,n-
modules and that all simpleH∞,p,n-modules are constructed in this way. In The-
orem 3.15 we show that this method gives a combinatorial construction of the
moduleM (j) in any case when the Young tableau theory is available. This is a
generalization of the method used in [Ar2] and [HR].
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(2.4) The surjective algebra homomorphismsΦ and Φp

The homomorphismsΦ andΦp described below are the primary tools for transfer-
ring results from the affine Hecke algebras to cyclotomic Hecke algebras. Many
results are easier to prove for affine Hecke algebras because of the large commu-
tative subalgebraC[X] which is available in the affine Hecke algebra. The homo-
morphismΦ has also been used by Cherednik [Ch2], Ariki [Ar3] and many others.

Proposition 2.5. Let H∞,1,n be the affine Hecke algebra of type A defined in (1.9)
and let Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) denote the cyclotomic Hecke algebra of (1.1).
(a) Fix u1, . . . , ur ∈ C, q ∈ C∗. There is a surjective algebra homomorphism
given by

Φ: H∞,1,n −→ Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)
Ti 7−→ Ti, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
Xε1 7−→ T1.

(b) Restricting the homomorphism Φ to H∞,p,n yields a surjective homomorphism
defined by

Φp : H∞,p,n −→ Hr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q)
Ti 7−→ ai, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
Xpε1 7−→ a0,
Xε2−ε1 7−→ a1a2.

Proof. The result follows directly from the definitions of the affine Hecke alge-
brasH∞,1,n andH∞,p,n (see (1.9)) and the cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,1,n and
Hr,p,n (see (1.1) and (1.2)).

Let Lp be the lattice defined in (1.8) and defineCr = {λ =
∑n

i=1 λiεi | 0 ≤
λi < r}. Ariki and Koike [AK] and Ariki [Ar2] have shown that the sets

{Φ(XλTw) | λ ∈ Cr, w ∈ Sn} and
{Φp(XλTw) | λ ∈ Cr ∩ Lp, w ∈ Sn}

(2.6)

are bases ofHr,1,n andHr,p,n, respectively.

(2.7) RelatingH∞,1,n-modules andHr,1,n-modules

The representation theory of the affine Hecke algebraH∞,1,n is equivalent to the
representation theory of the cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,1,n (considering all pos-
sible u1, . . . , ur ∈ C). The elementary constructions in the following theorem
allow us to makeH∞,1,n-modules intoHr,1,n-modulesand vice versa.

Theorem 2.8. Let H∞,1,n be the affine Hecke algebra of type A defined in (1.9)
and let Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) be the cyclotomic Hecke algebra of (1.1).
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(a) Fix u1, . . . , ur ∈ C, q ∈ C∗, and let Φ be the surjective homomorphism
of Proposition 2.5. If M is a simple Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-module then
defining

hm = Φ(h)m, for all h ∈ H∞,1,n and all m ∈M ,

makes M into a simple H∞,1,n-module.
(b) Let M be a simple H∞,1,n-module and let ρ : H∞,1,n → End(M) be

the corresponding representation. Let u1, . . . , ur ∈ C be such that the
minimal polynomial p(t) of the matrix ρ(Xε1) divides the polynomial
(t− u1) · · · (t− ur). Define an action of Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) on M by

T1m = Xε1m and Tim = Tim, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,

for all m ∈M . Then M is a simple Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-module.

Proof. The Theorem follows directly from the definitions ofHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)
andH∞,1,n, and the construction of the surjective homomorphismΦ.

Remark 2.9. The same translations work for arbitrary finite dimensional modules;
in particular, they work for indecomposable modules andpreserve composition
series.

3. Standard Young tableaux, representations and Jucys-Murphy ele-
ments

In this section we review the generalization of standard Young tableaux in [Ra5]
which is used to construct representations of the affine Hecke algebrasH∞,1,n.
Then we show how this theory can be transported to provide combinatorial con-
structions of simple modules for the cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)
andHr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q). This approach shows that Jucys-Murphy type ele-
ments in the cyclotomic Hecke algebras arise naturally as images of the elements
Xεi in the affine Hecke algebra. The standard Jucys-Murphy type theorems then
follow almost immediately from standard affine Hecke algebra facts.

(3.1) Skew shapes and standard tableaux

A partitionλ is a collection ofn boxes in a corner. We shall conform to the con-
ventions in [Mac] and assume that gravity goes up and to the left.
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Any partitionλ can be identified with the sequenceλ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . .) where
λi is the number of boxes in rowi of λ. The rows and columns are numbered in
the same way as for matrices. In the example above we haveλ = (553311). If λ
andµ are partitions such thatµi ≤ λi for all i we writeµ ⊆ λ. Theskew shape
λ/µ consists of all boxes ofλ which are not inµ. Any skew shape is a union of
connected components. Number the boxes of each skew shapeλ/µ along major
diagonals from southwest to northeast and

write boxi to indicate the box numberedi.

Let λ/µ be a skew shape withn boxes. Astandard tableau of shapeλ/µ is a
filling of the boxes in the skew shapeλ/µ with the numbers1, . . . , n such that the
numbers increase from left to right in each row and from top to bottom down each
column.

(3.2) Placed skew shapes

Let R + i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)) = {a + bi | a ∈ R, 0 ≤ b ≤ 2π/ ln(q2)} ⊆ C. If q is a
positive real number then the function

R + i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)) −→ C∗

x 7−→ q2x = eln(q2)x

is a bijection. The elements of[0, 1) + i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)) index theZ-cosets inR +
i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)).

A placed skew shapeis a pair(c, λ/µ) consisting of a skew shapeλ/µ and a
content function

c : {boxes ofλ/µ} −→ R + i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)) such that (3.3)

c(boxj)− c(boxi) ≥ 0, if i < j andc(boxj)− c(boxi) ∈ Z,
c(boxj) = c(boxi) + 1, if boxi andboxj are on adjacent diagonals, and
c(boxi) = c(boxj), if boxi andboxj are on the same diagonal.

This is a generalization of the usual notion of the content of a box in a partition
(see [Mac] I§1 Ex. 3).

Suppose that(c, λ/µ) is a placed skew shape such thatc takes values inZ. One
can visualize(c, λ/µ) by placingλ/µ on a piece of infinite graph paper where the
diagonals of the graph paper are indexed consecutively (with elements ofZ) from
southeast to northwest. Thecontentof a boxb is the indexc(b) of the diagonal
that b is on. In the general case, whenc takes values inR + i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)),
one imagines a book where each page is a sheet of infinite graph paper with the
diagonals indexed consecutively (with elements ofZ) from southeast to northwest.
The pages are numbered by valuesβ ∈ [0, 1)+ i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)) and there is a skew
shapeλ(β)/µ(β) placed on pageβ. The skew shapeλ/µ is a union of the disjoint
skew shapes on each page,

λ/µ =
⊔
β

(
λ(β)/µ(β)

)
, β ∈ [0, 1) + i[0, 2π/ ln(q2)), (3.4)
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and the content function is given by

c(b) = (page number of the page containingb)
+(index of the diagonal containingb).

(3.5)

for a boxb ∈ λ/µ.

(3.6) Example

The following diagrams illustrate standard tableaux and the numbering of boxes in
a skew shapeλ/µ.

1
2 3

4
5
6

7
8
10

9
11
12 13 14

11
6 8

2
7
1

13
5
3

14
10
4 9 12

λ/µ with boxes numbered A standard tableauL of shapeλ/µ

The following picture shows the contents of the boxes in the placed skew shape
(c, λ/µ) such that the sequence

(c(box1), . . . , c(boxn)) is (−7,−6,−5,−2, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6).

-7
-6 -5

-2
0
1

1
2
3

2
3
4 5 6

Contents of the boxes of(c, λ/µ)
The following picture shows the contents of the boxes in the placed skew shape
(c, λ/µ) such that

(c(box1), . . . , c(boxn)) = (−7,−6,−5, −3
2 ,

1
2 ,

3
2 ,

3
2 ,

5
2 ,

5
2 ,

7
2 ,

7
2 ,

9
2 ,

11
2 ,

13
2 ).

-7
-6 -5

-3
2

1
2

3
2

3
2

5
2

7
2

5
2

7
2

9
2

11
2

13
2

0 1
2

This “book” has two pages, with page numbers0 and 1
2 .
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(3.7) CalibratedH∞,1,n-modules

A finite dimensionalH̃∞,1,n-moduleM is calibratedif it has a basis{vt} such that
for eachλ ∈ L and eachvt in the basis

Xλvt = t(Xλ)vt, for somet(Xλ) ∈ C.

This is the class of representations of the affine Hecke algebra for which there is a
good theory of Young tableaux [Ra2].

The following theorem classifies and constructs all irreducible calibrated rep-
resentations of the affine Hecke algebraH∞,1,n. The construction is a direct gen-
eralization of A. Young’s classical “seminormal construction” of the irreducible
representations of the symmetric group [Yg2]. Young’s construction was gener-
alized to Iwahori-Hecke algebras of type A by Hoefsmit [Hf] and Wenzl [Wz]
independently, to Iwahori-Hecke algebras of types B and D by Hoefsmit [Hf] and
to cyclotomic Hecke algebras by Ariki and Koike [AK]. In (3.7) and (3.11) below
we show how all of these earlier generalizations of Young’s construction can be
obtained from Theorem 3.8. Some parts of Theorem 3.8 are originally due to I.
Cherednik, and are stated in [Ch1,§3].
Theorem 3.8. ([Ra, Theorem 4.1])Let (c, λ/µ) be a placed skew shape with n
boxes. Define an action of H∞,1,n on the vector space

H̃(c,λ/µ) = C−span{vL | L is a standard tableau of shape λ/µ}

by the formulas

XεivL = q2c(L(i))vL,

TivL = (Ti)LLvL + (q−1 + (Ti)LL)vsiL,

where siL is the same as L except that the entries i− 1 and i are interchanged,

(Ti)LL =
q − q−1

1− q2(c(L(i−1))−c(L(i)))
,

vsiL = 0, if siL is not a standard tableau,

and L(i) denotes the box of L containing the entry i.

(a) H̃(c,λ/µ) is a calibrated irreducible H∞,1,n-module.
(b) The modules H̃(c,λ/µ) are non-isomorphic.
(c) Every irreducible calibratedH∞,1,n-module is isomorphic to H̃(c,λ/µ) for

some placed skew shape (c, λ/µ).

Remark 3.9. All of the irreducible modules for the affine Hecke algebra have been
classified and constructed by Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL]. The construction in [KL]
is geometric and noncombinatorial. It is nontrivial (but not very difficult) to relate
the construction of Theorem 3.8 and the classification in [KL].
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(3.10) CalibratedH∞,p,n-modules

A finite dimensionalH∞,p,n moduleM is calibratedif it has a basis{vt} such that
for eachλ ∈ Lp and eachvt in the basis

Xλvt = t(Xλ)vt, for somet(Xλ) ∈ C.

Let us show how Theorem 3.8, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem A.13 provide explicit
constructions of simple calibratedH∞,p,n-modules. The resulting construction is
a generalization of the construction ofHr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q)-modules given by
Ariki [Ar2] (as amplified and applied in [HR]). Comparing the following machina-
tions with those in [HR,§3] (where more pictures are given) will be helpful.

The(Z/pZ)-action onH∞,1,n induces an action ofZ/pZ on the simpleH∞,1,n-
modules, as in (A.1) of the Appendix, and this action takes calibrated modules to
calibrated modules since the(Z/pZ)-action onH∞,1,n preserves the subalgebra
C[X]. TheZ/pZ action on simple calibrated modules can be described combina-
torially as follows.

If (c, λ/µ) is a placed skew shape withn boxes andg ∈ Z/pZ define

g(c, λ/µ) = (c− iα/p, λ/µ), whereα = 2π/ ln(q2), (3.11)

andc− iα/p denotes the content function defined by(c− iα/p)(b) = c(b)− iα/p,
for all boxesb ∈ λ/µ. To make this definition we are identifying the set[0, α) with
R/αZ. One can imagine the placed skew shape as a book with pages numbered by
valuesβ ∈ [0, 1)+ i(R/αZ) and a skew shapeλ(β)/µ(β) on each page. The action
of

g cyclically permutes the pages numberedβ + i(k/p)α, 0 ≤ k < p.

If L is a standard tableau of shape(c, λ/µ) let gL denote the same filling ofλ/µ
asL but viewed as a standard tableaux of shapeg(c, λ/µ).

Let gH̃(c,λ/µ) be theH∞,1,n-moduleH̃(c,λ/µ) except twisted by the automor-
phismg, see (A.1) in the Appendix. It follows from the formulas in Theorem 3.8
that the map

φ : gH̃(c,λ/µ) −→ H̃g(c,λ/µ)

vL 7−→ vgL
(3.12)

is anH∞,1,n-module isomorphism. Indeed, sinceg−1(Tj) = Tj and(Tj)gL,gL =
(Tj)LL,

φ(Tj ◦ vL) = Tjφ(vL), and

φ(Xεj ◦ vL) = φ(g−1(Xεj )vL) = φ(ξ−1XεjvL)

= q2(c(L(j))−iα/p)vgL = XεjvgL = Xεjφ(vL),

where◦ denotes theH∞,1,n-action ongH̃(c,λ/µ) as in (A.1). IdentifygH̃(c,λ/µ)

with H̃g(c,λ/µ) via the isomorphism in (3.12).
Let (c, λ/µ) be a placed skew shape withn boxes and letK(c,λ/µ) be the

stabilizer of(c, λ/µ) under the action ofZ/pZ. The cyclic groupK(c,λ/µ) is a
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realization of the inertia group of̃H(c,λ/µ) and

K(c,λ/µ) = {(gκ)` : H̃(c,λ/µ) → H̃(c,λ/µ) | 0 ≤ ` ≤ |Kc,λ/µ)| − 1},
whereκ is the smallest integer between1 andp such thatgκ(c, λ/µ) = (c, λ/µ)
and |K(c,λ/µ)| is the order ofK(c,λ/µ). The elements ofK(c,λ/µ) are allH∞,p,n-
module isomorphisms. SinceK(c,λ/µ) is a cyclic group the irreducibleK(c,λ/µ)-
modules are all one-dimensional and the characters of these modules are given
explicitly by

ηj : K(c,λ/µ) −→ C
gκ 7−→ ξjκ,

0 ≤ j ≤ |K(c,λ/µ)| − 1,

sinceξκ is a primitive|K(c,λ/µ)|-th root of unity. The element

pj =
|K(c,λ/µ)|−1∑

`=0

ξ−j`κg`κ. (3.13)

is the minimal idempotent of the group algebraCK(c,λ/µ) corresponding to the irre-
ducible characterηj . It follows (from a standard double centralizer result, [Bou2])
that, as an(H∞,p,n,K(c,λ/µ))-bimodule,

H̃(c,λ/µ) ∼=
|K(c,λ/µ)|−1⊕

j=0

H̃(c,λ/µ,j) ⊗K(j), where H̃(c,λ/µ,j) = pjH̃
(c,λ/µ),

(3.14)
andK(j) is the irreducibleK(c,λ/µ)-module with characterηj . The following the-
orem now follows from Theorem A.13 of the Appendix.

Theorem 3.15. Let (c, λ/µ) be a placed skew shape with n boxes and let H̃(c,λ/µ)

be the simple calibrated H∞,1,n-module constructed in Theorem 3.8. Let K(c,λ/µ)

be the inertia group of H̃(c,λ/µ) corresponding to the action of Z/pZ on H∞,1,n

defined by (A.1). If pj is the minimal idempotent of K(c,λ/µ) given by (3.13) then

H̃(c,λ/µ,j) = pjH̃
(c,λ/µ)

is a simple calibrated H∞,p,n-module.
Theorem 3.15 provides a generalization of the construction of theHr,p,n-modules

which was given by Ariki [Ar2] and extended and applied in [HR].

(3.16) SimpleHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-modules

Many (usually all) of the simpleHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-modules can be constructed
with Theorems 2.8 and 3.8.

If λ/µ is a skew shape define

NW (λ/µ) = {northwest corner boxes ofλ/µ},
so thatNW (λ/µ) is the set of boxesb ∈ λ/µ such that there is no box ofλ/µ
immediately above or immediately to the left ofb.
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Theorem 3.17. Fix u1, . . . , ur ∈ C∗ and let (c, λ/µ) be a placed skew shape with
n boxes. If

{q2c(b) | b ∈ NW (λ/µ)} ⊆ {u1, . . . , ur}
then the H∞,1,n-module H̃(c,λ/µ) is a simple Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-module (via
Theorem 2.8).

Proof. Let (c, λ/µ) be a placed skew shape withn boxes and let̃H(c,λ/µ) be the
simpleH∞,1,n-module of Theorem 3.8. Letρ(c,λ/µ) : H∞,1,n → End(H̃(c,λ/µ))
be the representation corresponding toH̃(c,λ/µ). By the formulas in Theorem 3.8
the matrixρ(Xε1) is diagonal with eigenvaluesq2c(L(1)), for L ∈ F (c,λ/µ), where
F (c,λ/µ) is the set of standard tableaux of shapeλ/µ.

The boxesL(1), L ∈ F (c,λ/µ) are exactly the northwest corner boxes ofλ/µ
and so the minimal polynomial ofρ(Xε1) is

p(t) =
∏

b∈NW (λ/µ)

(t− q2c(b)).

Thus the condition{q2c(b) | b ∈ NW (λ/µ)} ⊆ {u1, . . . , ur} is exactly what is
needed forH̃(c,λ/µ) to be anHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-module via Theorem 2.8.

Theorem 3.18. If the cyclotomic Hecke algebraHr,1,n(u1, u2, . . . , ur; q) is semisim-
ple, then its simple modules are the modules H̃(c,λ) constructed in Theorem 3.17,
where λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) is an r-tuple of partitions with a total of n boxes and c
is the content function determined by

q2c(b) = ui, if b is the northwest corner box of λ(i).

Proof. The equationsq2c(b) = ui, for b ∈ NW (λ(i)), determine the valuesc(b) for
all boxesb ∈ λ and thus the pair(c, λ) defines a placed skew shape. By a Theorem
of Ariki [Ar1], Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) is semisimple if and only if

[n]q! 6= 0 and uiu
−1
j 6∈ {1, q2, . . . , q2n},

where[n]q! = [n]q[n − 1]q · · · [2]q[1]q and[k]q = (qk − q−k)/(q − q−1). These
conditions guarantee that(c, λ) is a placed skew shape and that theH̃∞,1,n-module
H̃(c,λ) defined in Theorem 3.8 is well defined and irreducible. The reduction in
Theorem 2.8 makes̃H(c,λ) into a simpleHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-module and a count
of standard tableaux (using binomial coefficients and the classical identity for the
symmetric group case) shows that∑

λ=(λ(1),...,λ(r))

dim(H̃(c,λ))2 = rnn! = dim(Hr,1,n),

where the sum is over allr-tuplesλ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) with a total ofn boxes.
Thus theH̃(c,λ) are a complete set of simpleHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-modules.
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Theorem 3.18 demonstrates that the construction of simple modules forHr,1,n

by Ariki and Koike [AK, Theorem 3.7], forH2,1,n(p,−p−1; q) by Hoefsmit [Hf],
forH1,1,n(1; q) by Hoefsmit [Hf] and Wenzl [Wz] (independently), and forCSn =
H1,1,n(1; 1) andCWBn = H2,1,n(1, 1; 1) by Young [Yg1-2], are all special cases
of Theorem 3.8.

(3.19) Jucys-Murphy elements in cyclotomic Hecke algebras

The following result is well known, but we give a new proof which shows that the
cyclotomic Hecke algebra analogues of the Jucys-Murphy elements which have
appeared in the literature (see [BMM], [Ra1], [DJM] and the references there)
come naturally from the affine Hecke algebraH∞,1,n.

Corollary 3.20. Let Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) and Hr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q) be the cy-
clotomic Hecke algebras defined in (1.1) and (1.2).

(a) The elements

Mi = Ti · · ·T2T1T2 · · ·Ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

generate a commutative subalgebra of Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q).
(b) If Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) is semisimple then every simple Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-
module has a basis of simultaneous eigenvectors of the elements Mi.

(c) The elements

Mp
1 = a0, and MiM

−1
1 = ai · · · a3a2a1a3 · · · ai , 2 ≤ i ≤ n,

generate a commutative subalgebra of Hr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q).
(d) IfHr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q) is semisimple then every simpleHr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q)-
module has a basis of simultaneous eigenvectors of the elements Mp

1 and MiM
−1
1 ,

2 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. (a) The elementsXεi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, generate the subalgebraC[X] ⊆ H∞,1,n.
Inductive use of the relation (1.4) shows thatMi = Φ(Xεi), whereΦ: H∞,1,n →
Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) is the homomorphism in Proposition 2.5. Thus the subalge-
bra ofHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) generated by the elementMi is the image ofC[X]
under the homomorphismΦ.

(b) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.18, the construction described in
Theorem 3.8, and the fact thatMi = Φ(Xεi).

(c) The elementsXpε1 andXεi−ε1 , 2 ≤ i ≤ n, generate the subalgebraC[XLp ] ⊆
H∞,p,n and the images of these elements under the homomorphismΦp : H∞,p,n →
Hr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q) are the elementsMp

1 andMiM
−1
1 .

The proof of part (d) uses the construction described in Theorem 3.15 and is anal-
ogous to the proof of part (b).
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(3.21) The center ofHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)

It is an immediate consequence of (1.12) and the proof of Corollary 3.20 that

C[M1, . . . ,Mn]Sn ⊆ Z(Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)),

whereMi = TiTi−1 · · ·T2T1T2 · · ·Ti−1Ti. The following proposition shows that
this inclusion is an equality.

Proposition 3.22. If the cyclotomic Hecke algebraHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) is semisim-
ple then its center

Z(Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)) = C[M1, . . . ,Mn]Sn ,

where Mi = TiTi−1 · · ·T2T1T2 · · ·Ti−1Ti and C[M1, . . . ,Mn]Sn is the ring of
symmetric polynomials in M1, . . . ,Mn.

Proof. By (1.12) Z(H∞,1,n) = C[X]Sn . Thus, sinceMi = Φ(Xεi), where
Φ: H∞,1,n → Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) is the surjective homomorphism of Propo-
sition 2.5, it follows that

C[M1, . . . ,Mn]Sn = Φ(C[X]Sn) = Φ(Z(H∞,1,n)) ⊆ Z(Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)).

For the reverse inclusion we need to show that the action of the elements
C[M1, . . . ,Mn]Sn distinguishes the simpleHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-modules.

Let λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) be anr-tuple of partitions with a total ofn boxes
and letH̃(c,λ) be the corresponding simpleHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-module as con-
structed by Theorem 3.18 (and Theorem 3.8). IfL is a standard tableau of shape
λ thenM1, . . . ,Mn act onvL by the multiset of values(q2c(L(1)), . . . , q2c(L(n))).
The elementary symmetric functionsei(M1, . . . ,Mn) act onH̃(c,λ) by the values
ai = ei(q2c(L(1)), . . . , q2c(L(n))). Note thatai does not depend on the choice of the
standard tableauL (sinceei(M1, . . . ,Mn) ∈ Z(Hr,1,n)). We show that the simple
moduleH̃(c,λ) is determined by the valuesa1, . . . , an. This shows that the simple
modules are distinguished by the elements ofC[M1, . . . ,Mn]Sn .

Let us explain how the valuesa1, . . . , an determine the placed skew shape
(c, λ). There is a unique (unordered) multiset of valuesb1, . . . , bn such thatai =
ei(b1, . . . , bn) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thebi are determined by the equation

(t− b1) · · · (t− bn) = tn − a1t
n−1 + a2t

n−2 − a3t
n−3 + · · · ± an.

From the previous paragraph, the multiset{b1, . . . , bn} must be the same as the
multiset{q2c(L(1)), . . . , q2c(L(n))}. In this way the valuesa1, . . . , an determine the
multisetS = {c(L(1)), . . . , c(L(n))}.

The multisetS is a disjoint unionS = S1t· · ·tSr of multisets such that each
Si is in a singleZ-coset ofR + i[0, 2π/ ln(q2))i (see (3.4)). TheseZ cosets are
determined by the valuesu1, . . . , ur and thus there is a one-to-one correspondence
between theui and the multisetsSi. Then|λ(i)| = Card(Si), the nonempty diag-
onals ofλ(i) are determined by the values inSi, and the lengths of the diagonals
of λ(i) are the multiplicities of the values of the elements ofSi. This information
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completely determinesλ(i) for eachi. Thus (c, λ) is determined by the values
a1, . . . , an.

Remark 3.23. In the language of affine Hecke algebra representations (see [Ra2])
the proof of Proposition 3.22 shows that (whenHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) is semisim-
ple) the simpleHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)-modulesH̃(c,λ) all have different central char-
acters (asH∞,1,n modules).

Remark 3.24. The elementsMp
1 andMiM

−1
1 from Corollary 3.20 cannot be used

to obtain a direct analogue of Proposition 3.22 forHr,p,n(x0, . . . , xd−1; q). This is
because all of theH∞,p,n-modulesVj appearing in the decomposition (3.14) will
have the same central character. However,whenn is odd, the natural analogue of
Proposition 3.22 does hold for Iwahori-Hecke algebras of typeDn, HDn(q) =
H2,2,n(1; q). In that case, every simpleH2,1,n-module has trivial inertia group and
the decomposition in (3.14) has only one summand.

4. Affine Hecke algebras of general type

LetR be a reduced root system and letR∨ be the root system formed by the coroots
α∨ = 2α/〈α, α〉, for α ∈ R. LetW be the Weyl group ofR and fix a system of
positive rootsR+ inR. Let{α1, . . . , αn} be the corresponding simple roots and let
s1, . . . , sn be the corresponding simple reflections inW . The fundamental weights
are defined by the equations〈ωi, α

∨
j 〉 = δij and the lattices

P =
n∑

i=1

Zωi and Q =
n∑

i=1

Zαi,

are the weight lattice and the root lattice, respectively. The Dynkin diagrams
and the corresponding extended Dynkin diagrams are given in Figure 3. IfΓ is
a Dynkin diagram or extended Dynkin diagram define

mij =

 2, if ◦ ◦
i j

,

3, if ◦ ◦
i j

,
and mij =

 4, if ◦ ◦
i j

,

6, if ◦ ◦
i j

.

(4.1) Affine Weyl groups

The extended affine Weyl group is the group

W̃ = W n P = {wtλ | w ∈W, λ ∈ P}, where wtλ = twλw,

for w ∈ W andλ ∈ P wheretλ corresponds to translation byλ ∈ P . Define
s0 ∈ W̃ by the equation

s0sφ∨ = tφ, whereφ∨ is the highest root ofR∨, (4.2)
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see [Bou Ch. IV§1 no. 2.1]. The subgroupWaff = W nQ of W̃ is presented by
generatorss0, s1, . . . , sn and relations

s2i = 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and sisj · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij

= sjsi · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij

, i 6= j,

where themij are determined from the extended Dynkin diagram of the root sys-
temR∨. Define

Ω = {gi | ωi is minuscule}, where giw0w0,i = tωi , (4.3)

w0 is the longest element ofW andw0,i is the longest element of the group
〈sj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i〉, see [Bou Ch. IV§2 Prop. 6]. ThenΩ ∼= P/Q and
each elementg ∈ Ω corresponds to an automorphism of the extended Dynkin dia-
gram ofR∨, in the sense that

if g ∈ Ω then gsig
−1 = sσ(i), (4.4)

whereσ is the permutation of the nodes determined by the automorphism. Equa-
tion (4.4) means that̃W = Waff o Ω. The usual length function on the Coxeter
groupWaff is extended to the group̃W by

`(wg) = `(w), for w ∈Waff andg ∈ Ω.

LetL be a lattice such thatQ ⊆ L ⊆ P . ViewL/Q as a subgroup ofΩ ∼= P/Q
and let

W̃L = W n L = Waff o (L/Q).

ThenWaff = W̃Q, W̃ = W̃P , andW̃L is a subgroup of̃W .

(4.5) Affine braid groups

Let L be a lattice such thatQ ⊆ L ⊆ P . The affine braid group̃BL is the group
given by generatorsTw, w ∈ W̃L, and relations

TwTw′ = Tww′ , if `(ww′) = `(w) + `(w′).

Let B̃aff = B̃Q. View L/Q as a subgroup ofΩ ∼= P/Q. ThenBL = Baff oL/Q is
presented by generatorsTi = Tsi , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and relations

TiTj · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij

= TjTi · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij

, and gTig
−1 = Tσ(i), for g ∈ Ω, (4.6)

whereσ is as in (4.4), and themij are specified by the extended Dynkin diagram
of R∨.

Let P+ =
∑n

i=1 Z≥0ωi be the dominant weights inP . Define elementsXλ,
λ ∈ P by

Xλ = Ttλ , if λ ∈ P+, and

Xλ = Xµ(Xν)−1, if λ = µ− ν with µ, ν ∈ P+.
(4.7)
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By [Mac3, 3.4] and [Lu], theXλ are well defined and do not depend on the choice
λ = µ− ν, and

XλXµ = XµXλ = Xλ+µ, for λ, µ ∈ P . (4.8)

ThenXλ ∈ B̃L if and only if λ ∈ L.

(4.9) Affine Hecke algebras

Fix q ∈ C∗. The affine Hecke algebrãHL is the quotient of the group algebraCB̃L

by the relations

(Ti − q)(Ti + q−1) = 0, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. (4.10)

In H̃L (see [Mac, 4.2]),

XλTi = TiX
siλ + (q − q−1)

Xλ −Xsiλ

1−X−αi
, for λ ∈ L, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (4.11)

The Iwahori-Hecke algebraH is the subalgebra of̃H generated byT1, . . . , Tn.

To our knowledge, the following theorem is due to Bernstein and Zelevinsky
in type A, and to Bernstein in general type (unpublished). Lusztig has given an
exposition in [Lu]. We give a new proof which we believe is more elementary and
more direct.

Theorem 4.12. (Bernstein, Zelevinsky, Lusztig [Lu])Let L be a lattice such that
Q ⊆ L ⊆ P , where Q is the root lattice and P is the weight lattice of the root
system R. Let H̃ = H̃L be the affine Hecke algebra corresponding to L and let
C[X] = span{Xλ | λ ∈ L}. Let W be the Weyl group of R. Then the center of
H̃ is

Z(H̃) = C[X]W = {f ∈ C[X] | wf = f for every w ∈W} .

Proof. Assume

z =
∑

λ∈L,w∈W

cλ,wX
λTw ∈ Z(H̃).

Let m ∈ W be maximal in Bruhat order subject tocγ,m 6= 0 for someγ ∈ L.
If m 6= 1 there exists a dominantµ ∈ L such thatcγ+µ−mµ,m = 0 (otherwise
cγ+µ−mµ,m 6= 0 for every dominantµ ∈ L, which is impossible sincez is a finite
linear combination ofXλTw). Sincez ∈ Z(H̃) we have

z = X−µzXµ =
∑

λ∈L,w∈W

cλ,wX
λ−µTwX

µ.

Repeated use of the relation (4.11) yields

TwX
µ =

∑
ν∈L,v∈W

dν,vX
νTv
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wheredν,v are constants such thatdwµ,w = 1, dν,w = 0 for ν 6= wµ, anddν,v = 0
unlessv ≤ w. So

z =
∑

λ∈L,w∈W

cλ,wX
λTw =

∑
λ∈L,w∈W

∑
ν∈L,v∈W

cλ,wdν,vX
λ−µ+νTv

and comparing the coefficients ofXγTm givescγ,m = cγ+µ−mµ,mdmµ,m. Since
cγ+µ−mµ,m = 0 it follows that cγ,m = 0, which is a contradiction. Hencez =∑

λ∈L cλX
λ ∈ C[X].

The relation (4.11) gives

zTi = Tiz = (siz)Ti + (q − q−1)z′

wherez′ ∈ C[X]. Comparing coefficients ofXλ on both sides yieldsz′ = 0.
HencezTi = (siz)Ti, and thereforez = siz for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Soz ∈ C[X]W .

(4.13) Deducing theH̃L representation theory from H̃P

Although we have not taken this point of view in our presentation, the affine Hecke
algebras defined above are naturally associated to a reductive algebraic groupG
overC [KL] or a p-adic Chevalley group [IM]. In this formulation, the latticeL is
determined by the group of characters of the maximal torus ofG. It is often con-
venient to work only with the adjoint version or only with the simply connected
version of the groupG and therefore it seems desirable to be able to derive the
representation theory of the affine Hecke algebrasH̃L from the representation the-
ory of the affine Hecke algebrãHP . The following theorem shows that this can be
done in a simple way by using the extension of Clifford theory in the Appendix. In
particular, Theorem A.13, can be used to construct all of the simpleH̃L-modules
from the simpleH̃P -modules.

Theorem 4.14. Let L be a lattice such that Q ⊆ L ⊆ P , where Q is the root lattice
and P is the weight lattice of the root system R. Let H̃ = H̃L be the affine Hecke
algebra corresponding to L. Then there is an action of a finite group K on H̃P ,
acting by automorphisms, such that

H̃L = (H̃P )K ,

is the subalgebra of fixed points under the action of the group K.

Proof. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether the groupΩ ∼= P/Q
is cyclic or not.

Type An−1 Bn Cn D2n−1 D2n

Ω Z/nZ Z/2Z Z/2Z Z/4Z Z/2Z× Z/2Z

Type E6 E7 E8 F4 G2

Ω Z/3Z Z/2Z 1 1 1
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In each case we construct the groupK and its action onH̃P explicitly. This is
necessary for the effective application of Theorem A.13 on examples.

Case 1. If Ω is a cyclic groupΩ then the subgroupL/Q is a cyclic subgroup.
Suppose

Ω = {1, g, . . . , gr−1} and L/Q = {1, gd, . . . , gd(p−1)},

wherepd = r. Let ζ be a primitivepth root of unity and define an automorphism

σ : H̃P −→ H̃P

g 7−→ ζg ,
Ti 7−→ Ti , 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

The mapσ is an algebra isomorphism since it preserves the relations in (4.6) and
(4.10). Furthermore,σ gives rise to aZ/pZ action onH̃P and

H̃L = (H̃P )Z/pZ. (4.15)

Case 2.If the root systemR∨ is of typeDn, n even, thenΩ ∼= Z/2Z× Z/2Z and
the subgroups ofΩ correspond to the intermediate latticesQ ⊆ L ⊆ P . Suppose

Ω = {1, g1, g2, g1g2 | g2
1 = g2

2 = 1, g1g2 = g2g1}.

and define automorphisms of̃HP by

σ1 : H̃P −→ H̃P

g1 7−→ −g1 ,
g2 7−→ g2 ,
Ti 7−→ Ti ,

and

σ2 : H̃P −→ H̃P

g1 7−→ g1 ,
g2 7−→ −g2 ,
Ti 7−→ Ti .

Then

H̃L1 = (H̃P )σ1 , H̃L2 = (H̃P )σ2 , and H̃Q = (H̃P )〈σ1,σ2〉, (4.16)

whereL1 andL2 are the two intermediate lattices strictly betweenQ andP .

5. Where does the homomorphismΦ come from?

The homomorphismΦ: H∞,1,n → Hr,1,n of Proposition 2.5 is a powerful tool
for transporting results about the affine Hecke algebra of typeA to the cyclotomic
Hecke algebras. In this section we show how this homomorphism arises naturally,
from a folding of the Dynkin diagram of̃Bn, and we give some generalizations of
the homomorphismΦ to other types.

Example 1. TypeCn. The root systemR of typeCn can be realized by

R = {±2εi,±(εj − εi) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n},
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whereεi are an orthonormal basis ofRn. The simple roots and the fundamental
weights are given by

α1 = 2ε1, αi = εi − εi−1, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,

ωi = εn + εn−1 + · · ·+ εi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

If φ∨ is the highest root ofR∨ thenφ = εn + εn−1, and

sφ∨ = (sn−1 · · · s2s1s2 · · · sn−1)sn(sn−1 · · · s2s1s2 · · · sn−1). (5.1)

Thenωn = εn is the only miniscule weight,

w0 = (1,−1)(2,−2) · · · (n,−n),
w0,n = (1,−1)(2,−2) · · · (n− 1,−(n− 1)), and

w0w0,n = (n,−n) = sn · · · s2s1s2 · · · sn.
(5.2)

Thus, from (4.2), (4.3) and (4.6),Ω = {1, gn} ∼= Z/2Z,

gn = XεnT−1
n · · ·T−1

2 T−1
1 T−1

2 · · ·T−1
n ,

T0 = Xεn+εn−1(T−1
n · · ·T−1

2 T−1
1 T−1

2 · · ·T−1
n )T−1

n

(T−1
n · · ·T−1

2 T−1
1 T−1

2 · · ·T−1
n ),

(5.3)

and

gnT0g
−1
n = Tn, and gnTng

−1
n = T0. (5.4)

The braid groupB̃P (Cn) is generated byT0, T1, . . . , Tn andgn which satisfy
relations in (4.6), where themij are given by the extended Dynkin diagram̃Bn,
see Figure 3. The braid groupB(Cn) is the subgroup generated byT1, . . . , Tn.
These elements satisfy the relations in (4.6), where themij are given by the Dynkin
diagramCn. A straightforward check verifies that the map defined by

◦

◦
◦ ◦◦ ◦ ◦

0

n

n−1n−2321
.................................................................

....................................

.....................

.
.......................................

.........................
....

...................................................... −→ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
1 2 3 n−1 n

ΦC̃C : B̃P (Bn) −→ B(Cn)
gn 7−→ 1,
T0 7−→ Tn,
Ti 7−→ Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

(5.5)

extends to a well defined surjective group homomorphism. From the identity (4.3),

ΦC̃C(Xεn) = ΦC̃C(Xωn)
= ΦC̃C(gnTnTn−1 · · ·T2T1T2 · · ·Tn−1Tn)
= TnTn−1 · · ·T2T1T2 · · ·Tn−1Tn.

By inductively applying the relationXεi = TiX
εi−1Ti we get

ΦC̃C(Xεi) = TiTi−1 · · ·T2T1T2 · · ·Ti−1Ti , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Example 2. TypeAn−1. Since the weight latticeP for the root system of typeCn

is the same as the latticeL defined in (1.5) we have an injective homomorphism

ΦÃC̃ : B∞,1,n −→ B̃P (Cn)
Ti 7−→ Ti, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
Xεi 7−→ Xεi .

The composition ofΦÃC̃ and the mapΦC̃C from (5.5) is the surjective homomor-
phism defined by

Φ: B∞,1,n −→ B(Cn)
Ti 7−→ Ti, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
Xεi 7−→ TiTi−1 · · ·T2T1T2 · · ·Ti−1Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

In fact, it follows from the defining relations ofB∞,1,n andB(Cn) that the mapΦ
is an isomorphism!

The cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) are quotients ofCB(Cn)
and in this way the group homomorphismΦ is the source of the algebra homomor-
phism

Φ: H∞,1,n −→ Hr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q)

which was used extensively in Section 3 to relate the representation theory of the
cyclotomic Hecke algebrasHr,1,n(u1, . . . , ur; q) to the affine Hecke algebra of
type A.

Example 3. TypeDn. Let R be the root system of typeDn. ThenR∨ is also
of typeDn and inspection of the Dynkin diagrams of typesD̃n andDn yields a
surjective algebra homomorphism defined by

◦

◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

◦

◦

0

n

n−1n−243

2

1

......................................................

.........................
.........................

....

.........................
.........................

....

......................................................
.................................................................

....................................

.....................

.
..............

−→ ◦◦◦◦
◦

◦
nn−143

2

1

......................................................

.........................
.........................

....

ΦD̃D : B̃Q(Dn) −→ B(Dn)
gn 7−→ 1,
T0 7−→ Tn,
Ti 7−→ Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Examples 1, 2, and 3 show that, for typesA,B andD, there exist surjective ho-
momorphisms from the affine Hecke algebra to the corresponding Iwahori-Hecke
subalgebra. The following example shows that this is not a general phenomenon:
there doesnot exist a surjective algebra homomorphism from the affine Hecke al-
gebra of typeG2 to the corresponding Iwahori-Hecke subalgebra of typeG2.

Example 4. TypeG2. If R is the root system of typeG2 thenP = Q andΩ = {1}.

◦ ◦ ◦
021 −→× ◦ ◦

1 2
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Proposition 5.6. Let H̃(G2) be the affine Hecke algebra of type G2 as given by
(4.6) and (4.10) and let H(G2) be the Iwahori-Hecke subalgebra of type G2 gener-
ated by T1 and T2. There does not exist an algebra homomorphism Φ: H̃(G2) →
H(G2) such that Φ(Ti) = Ti, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.

Proof. There is an irreducible representation ofH̃(G2) given by

ρ(T1) =
(
q 0
0 −q−1

)
, and ρ(T2) =

1
q + q−1

(
2− q−2 q2 − 1 + q−2

3 q2 − 2

)
,

(see [Ra1, Theorem 6.11]). We show that there does not exist a2 × 2 matrixN
which satisfies

N2 = (q− q−1)N +1, Nρ(T2)N = ρ(T2)Nρ(T2) and Nρ(T1) = ρ(T1)N.

If N exists thenN must be diagonal sinceN commutes withρ(T1) andρ(T1) is
a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues. The first equation shows thatN is
invertible and the second equation shows thatN is conjugate toρ(T2). It follows
thatN must have one eigenvalueq and one eigenvalue−q−1. Thus, either

N =
(
q 0
0 −q−1

)
or N =

(
−q−1 0

0 q

)
.

However, neither of these matrices satisfies the relationNρ(T2)N = ρ(T2)Nρ(T2).
This contradiction shows that the representationρ cannot be extended to be a rep-
resentation of̃H(G2).

In spite of the fact, demonstrated by the previous example, that there does
not always exist a surjective algebra homomorphism from the affine Hecke alge-
bra onto its Iwahori-Hecke subalgebra, thereare interesting surjective homomor-
phisms from affine Hecke algebras of exceptional type.

Example 5. TypeE6. For the root system of typeE6, P/Q ∼= Z/3Z. Let Ω =
{1, g, g2} whereg is as given by (4.3) for the minuscule weightω1 (see [Bou, p.
261]). There are surjective algebra homomorphisms

◦◦◦◦◦

◦

◦

54321

6

0

−→ ◦◦◦◦◦
54321

Φ: B̃Q(E6) −→ B(A5)
T0 7−→ T5,
T6 7−→ T4,
Ti 7−→ Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

and
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◦◦◦◦◦

◦

◦

5
432

1

6

0

........................................................................................................................................

....................

..............
............................................................................................................................................................ ..............

................
......................

..........................................
................................................................................................................................................................................

.
..............

−→ ◦◦◦
321

Φ′ : B̃P (E6) −→ B(A3)
g 7−→ 1,
T0 7−→ T1,
T6 7−→ T2,
T5 7−→ T1,
T4 7−→ T2,
Ti 7−→ Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.

Example 6. TypeF4.

For the root systemR of type F4 we haveP = Q andΩ = {1}. There is a
surjective homomorphism

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
04321 −→ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

04321

Φ: B̃(F4) −→ B(A2 ×A3)
Ti 7−→ Ti , 0 ≤ i ≤ 4.

Appendix: Clifford theory

Let R be an algebra overC and letG be a finite group acting by automorphisms
onR. Theskew group ringis

RoG =

∑
g∈G

rgg
∣∣∣ rg ∈ R


with multiplication given by the distributive law and the relation

gr = g(r)g, for g ∈ G andr ∈ R.

LetN be a (finite dimensional) leftR-module. For eachg ∈ G define anR-module
gN , which has the same underlying vector spaceN but such that

gN hasR-action given by r ◦ n = g−1(r)n, (A.1)

for r ∈ R, n ∈ N . If W is anR-submodule ofN thengW is anR-submodule of
gN and sogN is simple if and only ifN is simple. Thus there is an action ofG on
the set of simpleR-modules.

LetRλ be a simpleR-module. The inertia group ofRλ is

H = {h ∈ G | Rλ ∼= hRλ}. (A.2)
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If h ∈ H then Schur’s lemma implies that the isomorphismRλ ∼= hRλ is unique
up to constant multiples (since bothRλ andhRλ are simple). For eachh ∈ H fix
an isomorphismφh : Rλ → h−1

Rλ. Then, as operators onRλ,

φhr = h(r)φh, and φgφh = α(g, h)φgh, (A.3)

whereα(g, h) ∈ C∗ are determined by the choice of the isomorphismsφh. The
resulting functionα : H ×H → C∗ is called afactor set[CR, 8.32].

Let (CH)α−1 be the algebra with basis{ch | h ∈ H} and multiplication given
by

cgch = α(g, h)−1cgh, for g, h ∈ H. (A.4)

LetHµ be a simple(CH)α−1-module. Then putting

rh(m⊗ n) = rφhm⊗ chn, for r ∈ R, h ∈ H,m ∈ Rλ, n ∈ Hµ, (A.5)

defines an action ofRoH onRλ ⊗Hµ.

Theorem A.6. (Clifford theory)Let Rλ be a simple R-module and let H be the
inertia group ofRλ. LetHµ be a simple (CH)α−1-module where α : H×H → C∗

is the factor set determined by a choice of isomorphisms φh : Rλ → hRλ. Define
an action of RoH on Rλ ⊗Hµ as in (A.5) and define

RGλ,µ = IndRoG
RoH(Rλ ⊗Hµ) = (RoG)⊗RoH (Rλ ⊗Hµ).

Then
(a) RGλ,µ is a simple RoG-module.
(b) Every simple RoG-module is obtained by this construction.
(c) If RGλ,µ ∼= RGν,γ then Rλ and Rν are in the same G-orbit of simple

R-modules and Hµ ∼= Hγ as (CH)α−1-modules.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is as in [Mac2] except that the consideration of
the factor setα : H ×H → C∗ is necessary to correct an error there. We thank P.
Deligne for pointing this out to us. A sketch of the proof is as follows.

LetM be a simpleRoG-module and letRλ be a simpleR-submodule ofM .
ThengRλ ∼= gRλ asR-modules andM =

∑
g∈G gR

λ since the right hand side is
anRoG-submodule ofM . Then

M =
∑

gi∈G/H

giN = IndRoG
RoH(N), where N =

∑
h∈H

hRλ,

and the first sum is over a set{gi} of coset representatives of the cosetsG/H.
TheR-moduleN is semisimple and by [Bou2]

N ∼= Rλ ⊗Hµ, (A.7)

whereHµ = HomR(Rλ, N). It can be checked that the vector spaceHµ has a
(CH)α−1-action given by

(chψ)(m) = α(h, h−1)hψ(φh−1(m)), for h ∈ H, ψ ∈ HomR(Rλ, N),
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wherech is as in (A.4). Then, withR o H-action onRλ ⊗ Hµ given by (A.5),
the isomorphism in (A.7) is an isomorphism ofR o H-modules (see [CR, Thm.
(11.17) (ii)]).

If P is an(CH)α−1-submodule ofHµ thenRλ ⊗ P is anR o H-submodule
of Rλ ⊗Hµ andIndRoG

RoH(Rλ ⊗ P ) is anRoG-submodule ofM . ThusHµ must
be a simple(CH)α−1-module.

This argument shows that every simpleR o G-module is of the formRGλ,µ.
The uniqueness follows as in [Mac2, App.].

Remark A.8. A different choiceψh : Rλ → hRλ of the isomorphisms in (A.3)
may yield a factor setβ : H × H → C∗ which is different from the factor setα.
However, the algebras(CH)β−1 and(CH)α−1 are always isomorphic (a diagonal
change of basis suffices).

Lemma A.9. Define RG = {r ∈ R | g(r) = r for all g ∈ G} and let

e = (1/|G|)
∑
g∈G

g ∈ RoG.

(a) The map
θ : RG −→ e(RoG)e

s 7−→ se

is a ring isomorphism.
(b) Left multiplication by elements of R and the action of G by automor-

phisms make R into a left RoG-module. Right multiplication makes R
a right RG-module. The rings RoG and e(RoG)e act on (RoG)e by
left and right multiplication, respectively. The map

ψ : R ∼= (RoG)e
r 7−→ re

is an isomorphism of (RoG,RG)-bimodules.

Proof. (a) If r ∈ RG then

ere =
1
|G|

∑
g∈G

g(r)ge =
1
|G|

∑
g∈G

re = re.

Thus the mapθ is well defined and ifr, s ∈ RG then rese = rse, so θ is a
homomorphism. Ifre = se thenr = s sinceRoG is a freeR-module with basis
G. Thusθ is injective. If

∑
g∈G rgg is a general element ofRoG then

e

∑
g∈G

rgg

 e =
∑

g,h∈G

h(rg)hge =

 ∑
g,h∈G

h(rg)

 e,

and, for eachg ∈ G,
∑

h∈G h(rg) ∈ RG. Soθ is surjective.
The proof of (b) is straightforward.
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Let (CH)α be the algebra with basis{bh | h ∈ H} and multiplication given by

bgbh = α(g, h)bgh, for g, h ∈ H,

and let(CH)α−1 be as in (A.4). LetM be a(CH)α-module. The dual ofM is the
(CH)α−1-module given by the vector spaceM∗ = Hom(M,C) with action

(chψ)(m) = α(h, h−1)−1ψ(bh−1m), for h ∈ H, ψ ∈M∗.

This is a(CH)α−1 action since, for allg, h ∈ H, ψ ∈M∗,

(cgchψ)(m) = α(h, h−1)−1α(g, g−1)−1ψ(bh−1bg−1m)

= α(h, h−1)−1α(g, g−1)−1α(h−1, g−1)ψ(b(gh)−1m)

= α(h, h−1)−1α(g, g−1)−1α(h−1, g−1)α(gh, h−1g−1)(cghψ)(m)

= α(g, h)−1(cghψ)(m),

where the last equality follows from the associativity of the productbgbhbh−1bg−1

in (CH)α. If ρ : (CH)α → End(M) is the representation corresponding toM
then the representationρ∗ : (CH)α−1 → End(M∗) corresponding toM∗ is

ρ∗(ch) = α(h, h−1)−1ρ(bh−1)t = (ρ(bh)−1)t. (A.11)

If M is a (CH)α-module andN is a (CH)α−1-module thenM ⊗ N is an
CH-module with action defined by

h(m⊗ n) = bhm⊗ chn, for h ∈ H,m ∈M andn ∈ N . (A.12)

The following lemma is a version of Schur’s lemma which will be used in the proof
of Theorem A.13.

Lemma A.12. Suppose that M and N are simple (CH)α-modules and let N∗ be
the (CH)α−1-module which is the dual of N . Let eH = (1/|H|)

∑
h∈H h. Then

dim(eH(M ⊗N∗)) =
{

1, if M ∼= N ,
0, otherwise.

Proof. IdentifyM⊗N∗ with Hom(N,M). Then, by (A.10) and (A.11), the action
of CH onHom(N,M) is given by,

hA = ρ(bh)Aρ(bh)−1, for h ∈ H andA ∈ Hom(N,M),

whereρ : (CH)α → End(M) is the representation corresponding toM . If A ∈
Hom(N,M) andg ∈ H then

eHA = geHA = g(eHA) = ρ(bg)(eHA)ρ(bg)−1,

and soρ(bg)(eHA) = (eHA)ρ(bg) for all g ∈ H. Then, by Schur’s lemma,
eHA = 0 if M 6∼= N andeHA is a constant ifM = N .
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Theorem A.13. Let Rλ be a simple R-module and let H be the inertia group of
Rλ. The ring RG acts on Rλ (by restriction) and (CH)α acts on Rλ (by the R-
module isomorphisms φh : Rλ ∼= hRλ of (A.3)) and these two actions commute.
Thus there is a decomposition

Rλ ∼=
⊕

ν∈Ĥα

Rλ,ν ⊗ (Hν)∗,

where Ĥα is an index set for the simple (CH)α-modules, (Hν)∗ is the dual of the
simple (CH)α−1-module Hν , and Rλ,ν is an RG-module.

(a) If Rλ,µ 6= 0 then it is a simple RG-module.
(b) Every simple RG-module is isomorphic to some Rλ,µ.
(c) The nonzero Rλ,µ are pairwise nonisomorphic.

Proof. The setup of Lemma A.9(b) puts us in the situation of [Gr,§6.2]. If e is the
idempotent used in Lemma A.9 then the functor

RoG-modules −→ RG-modules
M 7−→ eM

is an exact functor such that ifM is a simpleR o G-module theneM is either0
or a simpleRG-module. Furthermore, every simpleRG-module arises aseM for
some simpleRoG-moduleM .

Let RGλ,µ be a simpleR o G-module as given by Theorem A.6. From the
definition ofRGλ,µ we obtain

eRGλ,µ = e(RoG)⊗RoH (Rλ ⊗Hµ)

= e⊗ (Rλ ⊗Hµ) = eeH ⊗ (Rλ ⊗Hµ)

= e⊗ eH(Rλ ⊗Hµ),

whereeH = (1/|H|)
∑

h∈H h. Using the decomposition in the statement of the
Theorem, we conclude that, asRG-modules,

eRGλ,µ = e⊗ eH

⊕
ν∈Ĥ

Rλ,ν ⊗ (Hν)∗ ⊗Hµ


= e⊗ eH

⊕
ν∈Ĥ

Rλ,ν ⊗ eH((Hν)∗ ⊗Hµ)


∼= Rλ,µ.

The last isomorphism is a consequence of Lemma A.12. The statement of the
Theorem now follows from the results of J.A. Green quoted above.

Remark A.14. It follows from Theorem A.13 thatRλ is semisimple as anRG-
module and the action of(CH)α onRλ generatesEndRG(Rλ).
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